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ASSESSING STUDENT UNDERSTANDING OF REASONING
USING ARGUMENT-BASED CONTRAST MATRICES

By Ethan Douglas Geheb
Thesis Advisor: Dr. Jonathan Shemwell

An Abstract of the Thesis Presented
in Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the
Degree of Master of Science in Teaching
May 2018

There is strong national interest in increasing student proficiency in STEM, which
includes the learning and practice of scientific argumentation. The codevelopment of
scientific knowledge and argumentation has shown to positively influence student general
understanding of argument construction, scientific knowledge and principles. Research
indicates students continue to struggle with constructing complete arguments, with
specific difficulty in correctly incorporating reasoning. Numerous frameworks have been
developed to support student learning about argumentation. These frameworks contain
common teaching strategies for introducing and teaching reasoning within the context of
a science classroom. However, these strategies do not specifically target student struggle
with using reasoning, nor provide insight for how to support student-generated
knowledge about the importance of reasoning within argumentation.
The purpose of this study was to provide insight into how students understand the
importance of reasoning within an argument, and how students engage with identifying

reasoning within an argument. Three interview sessions were conducted and recorded
with pairs of 6th grade students. Students were tasked with identifying a common
differentiating feature among multiple sets of arguments, in this case reasoning.
Transcripts of all interview sessions were analyzed for patterns of how students described
the contrast and its importance within the argument, and patterns of student process of
isolating the contrast. Overall, the results of this study indicate students can recognize
reasoning is important as a general idea, while having only a vague idea of what
reasoning is. Additionally, students showed multiple ways of identifying the general
contrast across various arguments examples. These results provide insight for teachers for
how to support student through this knowledge-generating process toward a general
understanding of reasoning. Further understanding is needed toward the effect of a
contrast matrix activity on student understanding of reasoning, as well as understanding
the breakdown between student use of reasoning and understanding its importance in an
argument.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The rationality of science is founded on the ability to construct persuasive and
convincing arguments that relate explanatory theories to observational data (Duschl,
Osborne, 2002). The inclusion of teaching about scientific argumentation has been
heavily supported by many science education frameworks (Duschl, R., Ellenbogen, K., &
Erduran, S., 1999; Duschl, Osborne, 2002). Despite the numerous supports, research
indicates that students have difficulty utilizing reasoning when constructing arguments
(Bell & Linn, 2000; McNeill et al., 2006; Sadler 2004; Pilar Jiménez-Aleixandre,
Rodríguez, & Duschl, 2000). Multiple strategies and frameworks have been developed to
teach scientific argumentation in conjunction with inquiry-based laboratory activities
(McNeill, Krajcik, 2008; Sampson, 2014). The focus of these frameworks is to support
students in conducting scientific investigation to collect data for the use in creating
arguments in support of knowledge claims about key scientific phenomena. However,
these studies and frameworks do not provide understanding on why students struggle
with using reasoning in their arguments, nor how to support student-generated
understanding of reasoning within argumentation. There is a lack of knowledge about
how students come to a general understanding of reasoning, and investigation into ways
of best supporting students through this process.
The purpose of this study was to provide insight into how students understand the
importance of reasoning within an argument, and how student engage with identifying
reasoning within an argument. As part of the investigation, an instrument was designed
utilizing multiple sets of contrasting cases of arguments that highlights the exclusion of a
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specific feature of importance, in this case reasoning. The results from this study provide
insight into student knowledge-generating process using multiple cases of reasoning, and
how teachers can support students through this process. In addition, this study sheds
further light on the disconnect between student ability to identify reasoning and their
understanding of what it does in an argument.
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Review of the Literature
In this section, I explain how argumentation is fundamentally linked to scientific
learning, how an argument is defined, and define the components of an argument. Next, I
provide an overview of student difficulty with utilizing reasoning in arguments, along
with an overview of pedagogical frameworks created to address these difficulties.
Finally, I address areas of knowledge lacking in the literature concerning student
understanding of reasoning.

Relevance of Argumentation in Scientific learning
There is strong national interest in increasing student interest and proficiency in
science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) (CMSE, 2009; NAS et al.,
2007; NSB 2007). The Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) provide a framework
of standards that can be used to assess student proficiency in science (National Research
Council, 2012). The NGSS is constructed out of three core dimensions: (1) Practices, (2)
Cross Cutting Concepts, and (3) Disciplinary Core Ideas. The Framework of the NGSS
(NRC, 2012) provides a strong case in support of the need for students to practice
engaging in scientific argumentation, building arguments from evidence, and justifying
their claims with relevant reasoning. One of the eight Practices specifically mentions
argumentation: “Engaging in argument from evidence” (NRC, 2012).
Argumentation is fundamentally linked to science education, and fostering student
understanding of what argumentation is, how to construct an argument, and the role
individual components of an argument is a critical part of teaching science. Deanna Kuhn
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(1993) stated that scientific thinking is not just a “body of knowledge” but instead a
framework of inquiry-based thinking based upon the theory of argumentation. Similar to
the construction of “scientific facts”, the construction of arguments requires the
consideration of differing theoretical explanations for a given phenomenon, deliberation
about methods for conducting experiments, and the evaluation of interpretations of data
(Duschl, Osborne, 2002). Additionally, the inclusion of opportunities for student
discourse and argumentation as part of science learning is heavily supported by numerous
science education frameworks (Duschl, R., Ellenbogen, K., & Erduran, S., 1999; Duschl,
Osborne, 2002), such that students develop important practices and habits of mind that
are valued by the scientific community (Sampson, Grooms, Walker, 2009).
An argument is defined as an artifact created to articulate and justify claims,
explanations, or viewpoints (Sampson, Clark, 2008). The basis of what defines an
argument was formally introduced by Toulmin (1958) as a process of using data,
warrants, backings, qualifiers, and rebuttals to convince others of the validity of a specific
claim (Sampson, Clark, 2008). Many frameworks developed to assess the quality of
student argumentation were based upon Toulmin’s framework (Sampson, Clark, 2008).
One framework by McNeill & Krajcik (2008) created a simplified model of
argumentation in order to address the difficulty of analyzing arguments using Toulmin’s
framework. The Claim, Evidence, Reasoning (CER) was designed for elementary and
middle school teachers and students as a foundational framework for teaching and
learning about scientific explanations (McNeill et al., 2006). The CER framework defines
arguments based upon three components: claims, evidence, and reasoning. A claim is an
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assertion or conclusion that addresses the original question or problem about a
phenomenon. The evidence supports the student’s claim using data. The reasoning links
the claim and evidence by showing why the data is relevant to support the claim
(McNeill, Krajcik, 2008).

Student Struggle with Reasoning
Students have been shown to naturally engage in various forms of argumentation
when provided with a familiar context (Duschl, Ellenbogen & Erduran, 1999), but
struggle to construct complete arguments. Research in assessment of student argument
structures has shown specific student difficulty in utilizing scientific reasoning. When
constructing arguments, students tend to rely on claims (Pilar Jiménez-Aleixandre,
Rodríguez, & Duschl, 2000), and struggle to provide appropriate evidence and reasoning
for why their evidence supports their claim (Bell & Linn, 2000; McNeill et al., 2006;
Sadler 2004). Students utilize their understanding of a science idea when collecting data,
but omit why they chose certain data or talk about the relevance of the science concept to
their data (McNeill, Krajcik 2008). When students do provide evidence and reasoning,
they tend to rely on personal experiences (Schwartz, et. al., 2003), authority figures
(Kelly, Chen, 1999), or implicit logical chains of reasoning (inferences) instead of direct
evidentiary support (Kuhn, Reiser, 2005).
Multiple frameworks have put forth pedagogical strategies to address student
difficulty with learning about scientific argumentation. For example, a book series put out
by McNeill and Krajcik (2012) introduces the Claim, Evidence, Reasoning (CER)
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framework for introducing and supporting argumentation in the K-8 classroom in
conjunction with conducting scientific investigations. The CER framework suggests a
progression of introducing the structure of “scientific explanations”, practicing their
construction, and refining student understanding of how to construct them. Within the
framework, reasoning is defined as “a justification that links the evidence to the claim”,
and is treated as the vehicle by which students make connections between the
investigation and key science ideas. Another example is the Argument-Driven Inquiry
(ADI) framework (Sampson, 2014) that uses inquiry-based laboratory experiences to
engage students in scientific practices valued by the scientific community, such as: how
to gather evidence, how to construct scientific explanations, and critically assess
arguments put forth by peers (Sampson, Grooms, Walker, 2011). In this framework
reasoning is defined as “the justification of the evidence” that defends the choice of
evidence by explaining why it is important and relevant by making concepts or
assumptions underlying the analysis and interpretation explicit (Sampson, 2014). This
framework provides a progression of how to guide students through the investigative
process of collecting data, constructing an argument, as well as spending time reflecting
on the significance of various aspects of the inquiry process and the nature of scientific
knowledge.
Additional strategies have been suggested as means for supporting student
learning about reasoning, including: modeling scientific explanation, & providing clear
definitions of each component (Lizotte, McNeill, & Krajcik, 2000; McNeill, Krajcik,
2012); providing written, fading scaffolding to aid student construction of arguments
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(Bell, Linn, 2000; Gelder, T. Van. 2000; McNeill, Lizotte, Krajcik, 2006); engaging
students in discourse on scientific or socio-scientific topics (Osborne, Erduran, Simon,
2004); comparing and assessing examples of “good” versus “weak” arguments (McNeill,
Krajcik, 2008). Collectively, these strategies and frameworks aim to expose students to a
plethora of experiences that can be used to generate an understanding of reasoning within
scientific argumentation.

What the Literature Lacks
Past research has shown students need to be taught specifically about proper
scientific explanation in order to be successful (Osborne, Erduran, & Simon, 2004),
which implies students need to be specifically taught about the use and importance of
reasoning within scientific explanations. These frameworks do not specifically target
student-generated understanding of the reasoning that is built upon knowledge gained
from classroom experiences. A common theme among the discussed frameworks and
strategies is that the act of learning about individual argument components is treated as a
passive process. In the CER framework, students come to understand reasoning as a
vehicle for bridging the “big science idea” to the scientific investigation. There is little to
no emphasis placed on reflecting about the nature of reasoning based upon its application
in the various classroom investigations. In the ADI framework, teacher-led reflection on
various aspects of classroom investigations is one of the major steps in the framework.
However, the framework does not specifically highlight student difficulty with reasoning,
nor provide specific methods for how to support student understanding of reasoning
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based upon its use in the laboratory investigations. Overall, these frameworks place little
emphasis on bridging student knowledge about reasoning across multiple specific
contexts toward a general understanding of its application. The question left unanswered
by the literature is how students come to understand reasoning within scientific
argumentation, and how to support student-generated knowledge about reasoning.

Purpose of Thesis
As discussed above, there is a need for knowledge about how students come to a
general understanding of reasoning. Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to
provide insight into how students understand the importance of reasoning within an
argument, and how student engage with identifying reasoning within an argument. Below
I present an analysis of collected results in support of this claim, followed by a discussion
on the significance of the results in its relation to the literature and how it can be used to
support current strategies for teaching about reasoning. For this study, I made
observations on student process of isolation of contrasts among sets of arguments.
Various themes of student description of the contrasts, and their understanding of its
importance within the argument, emerged from the data. Overall, the results of this study
indicate students can recognize reasoning is important as a general idea, while having
only a vague idea of what reasoning is. In addition, students demonstrated multiple ways
of identifying reasoning and its importance in an argument.
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2. METHODS

Context
Three interview sessions were conducted among pairs of 6th grade students at
three middle schools in central Maine. These schools were selected based upon teachers
who volunteered to participate in the study. Five interviews were conducted in the first
location, six in the second location, and ten in the third location, for a total of 21
interviews. The inconsistent sampling sizes at each location was due to varying
classroom sizes and number of students who had parental guardian permission to
participate in the study. For each interview, a pair of students sat with a researcher and
were given an activity where the students were tasked with comparing argument
examples. A voice recorder was placed in between the students and researcher to record
the interview session for later use as evidence in the analysis process. The population of
students was evenly split among boys and girls, with 17 interview consisting of boy-girl
pairs, two interviews of boy-boy pairs, and two interviews of girl-girl pairs.

Instrument Design
The student activity during the interview consisted of a contrast matrix of
arguments. A contrast matrix is defined as a 2x2 table consisting of two or more pairs of
arguments, where one column of arguments has a distinct feature that the other column of
arguments lacks. The design of the contrast matrix was based on the concept of
comparing multiple examples of an abstract concept or phenomena with the goal of
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highlighting a an important distinction. The use of contrasting cases has been shown in
past research to be a profitable means for deepening student conceptual knowledge about
various abstract topic areas.
Schwartz & Bransford (1998) investigated the use of text-based contrasting cases
to distinguish between two types of psychological concepts. Students compared two
groups of case studies, each containing three variations of an experiment and its data.
They found that having students analyze, construct, and distinguish among the
contrasting sets of data increased students' abilities to discern specific features of the two
types of concepts, and increased student understanding from reading or listening to
relevant post-lectures. Rittle-Johnson & Star (2007) had students compare and contrast
solution methods of algebra-based math problems, and they found student procedural and
conceptual knowledge increased compared to students who studied solution methods
sequentially. Schwartz, Chase, Oppezzo, and Chin (2011) conducted two studies on
teaching students about density by having one group of students invent formulas for
density using multiple cases of clowns in train cars. They found that students tasked with
inventing formulas for density based upon provided examples, in contrast to being given
a prior lesson on density, had a better conceptual understanding and were more likely to
successfully transfer it to other settings. Shemwell, Chase, and Schwartz (2015) used
contrasting cases to teach students the underlying principles of Faraday’s law. Students
were given three pictorial instances of the principle concept and were tasked to construct
a general statement about all instances. The authors found that having students compare
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multiple instances and seek a general explanation led to a better understanding of the
topic and its application in problem solving.
All of these studies utilize symbolic, pictorial-based, and text-based contrasting
cases as a means for distinguishing between two or more things. In each case, the use of
contrasting cases supported student understanding of characteristics of a phenomena
within specific instances. In addition, the act of seeking a general explanation encouraged
students to develop various observations into a unified, general form. Seeking a general
explanation has shown to aid with transfer, taking specific knowledge from one context
and applying it to another (Shemwell, Chase, Schwartz, 2015; Schwartz, Chase,
Oppezzo, and Chin, 2011). Finally, the findings from these studies suggest that the
success of contrasting cases is context independent, and has been adapted to various topic
areas of learning (math, science, psychology, etc). Therefore, this study adapted the use
of contrasting cases as a means for targeting student learning about reasoning within
argumentation.
In the context of this study, the contrast matrix contained multiple argument
examples that were constructed with and without reasoning. Arguments were presented
by fictional students “Pat” and “Jamie”. The structure of the arguments in the contrast
matrix were based upon the CER framework developed by McNeill and Krajcik (2008).
The arguments were constructed of two to three sentences (consisting of claim, evidence,
and reasoning), where Jamie’s arguments included a reasoning statement and Pat’s
arguments did not include a reasoning statement. A representation of the contrast matrix
activity framework is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 - Framework of the Contrast Matrix Activity

The argument pairs were ordered on the page based upon the saliency of the
argument. Salience is the degree of prominence, or differentiability, between arguments
in the same row. Two questions were posed to guide student analysis of the matrix:
Q1. Describe a single overall difference that makes Jamie’s two arguments better
than Pat’s two arguments.
Q2. How does the difference you described hurt Pat’s arguments?
The aim of the questions was to guide students in their analysis of the arguments,
consolidating specific differences among the arguments into a general contrast, and
describing how an argument is affected by the presence (Jamie) or absence (Pat) of
reasoning.
The contrast matrix was contained within an overall activity packet designed to
investigate student understanding of reasoning within argumentation. The activity packet
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consisted of two major sections, not including pre and post-test activities: (1) Warm-up
activity, (2) Contrast Matrix activity. The purpose of the warm-up activity was to
introduce students to the main features of a contrast matrix, such as comparing one
argument to another and determining deep-structure contrast among items within a matrix
format.
Following the warm-up activity was the contrast matrix activity. Each interview
session was conducted using slight variations of the contrast matrix. The purpose of the
various changes to the activity’s design was in order to observe how various structural
elements of the activity affect student process through the contrast matrix. For an
overview of each contrast matrix activity, see Appendix C. In the first interview session,
five pairs of students were presented with the Prose Design, a 2x2 matrix with
two-to-three sentence arguments in paragraph form, and the two activity questions. In the
second interview session, six pairs of students were presented with the Bullet Design, a
2x3 matrix with two-to-three sentence arguments in bulleted format, with each sentence
prefaced by an identifiable phrase (“I think…”; “My evidence is…”; “Importantly…”).
This provided visually-obvious distinctions among the arguments. In addition, the
wording of question 1 specifies the importantly statement as the difference between the
arguments. In the third interview session, ten pairs of students were presented with a
second iteration of the Bullet Design, and given an additional argument row after their
initial analysis. The wording of the questions remained unchanged.
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Interview Protocol
During the contrast matrix activity, students were tasked with reading through the
contrast matrix and answering two questions. Students were encouraged to think aloud
and discuss potential answers together. When students came to a consensus on an
acceptable answer, one of the students was instructed to record their collective answer on
the activity sheet. Students would commonly provide simple direct responses to the
activity questions, where the proctor would encourage students to elaborate on their
responses. To encourage student discussion, a common strategy was to repeat back
students’ responses to the activity questions. Occasionally the proctor would request
elaboration on specific aspects of a student response, during which the proctor was
careful not to lead the students toward a specific answer.

Data Collection and Organization
Student written responses to the activity questions and audio recordings were
collected from each interview. Transcriptions of all 21 audio recordings were created,
with focus on the section containing student interaction and discussion of the contrast
matrix activity. Two interviews were not utilized during analysis due to lack of robust
student explanations of responses to the activity questions. Each transcript was organized
using three columns to help differentiate among speakers and provide a turn-by-turn flow
of the conversation, where each line consisted of a complete thought put forth by the
speaker (Table 1). Initial analysis of the written artifacts indicated varying degrees of
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recorded responses, and were not fully indicative of student thinking throughout the full
discussion. Thus, the written responses were not considered in the analysis of results.
Table 1 - Example of Transcript
…
10
11

Student A

Proctor
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13
14
15

Student B
[reading Q2]
Cuz he doesn't really say why
he has his evidence.
Like [reads peanut argument],
you don't know if he's allergic
or not because he didn't tell
you.
Maybe he doesn't like peanuts,
maybe he's not allergic.

What were you going to say,
A?
It doesn't tell you that he's
allergic to peanuts, where here
it does. So, its better because
what if he just ate something
else...I don't know.

During the interviews, student responses consisted of fragmented thoughts or
ideas, interlaced with references to various parts of argument examples or references to
ideas mentioned by their peer, making it difficult to consistently code how students were
analyzing the contrast matrix, or what students understood about the contrast. Thus each
transcript was summarized into summary narratives. Table 2 contains two types of
summary narratives that were used as part of the analysis process.
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Table 2 - Example of Long Form and Short Form Narratives
Long Form Narrative

Short Form Narrative

After reading through the contrast matrix, Student
A first states that Jamie's calcite argument is better
than Pat's, followed by pointing out the specific
parts they focused on when comparing the
arguments. "Well, Pat just listed what happened
when they poured acid on it. But Jamie listed
several known properties." Student B agrees with
Student A, and starts to point out specific elements
of contrast in the Python argument. "I think it’s
Jamie’s too because she said python ate three
weeks ago, and he didn’t write…like…". Student A
interjects, stating the comparative element in
Jamie's argument. "She wrote that they typically go
a month without eating". Student B finishes their
thought by stating, "Pat said, didn’t give as much
description as Jamie did." Overall, the students
focus on a specific element of Jamie's argument
that is absent from Pat's argument. They describe
this excluded thing as "more description". In
response to Question 2, Student A first asks for
clarification on what the question means,
afterwards Student B state that "Jamie wrote more
information than Pat, so we would know more
about it". It provides extra information, in this case
"context", for the reader.

[1] Students read through the contrast matrix. [2]
Student A says Jamie's Calcite argument is better
than Pat's, points out an element only present in
Jamie's argument. [3] Student B agrees, points out
an element only present in Jamie's Peanut
argument, and says Pat didn’t give as much
description. [4] They read question 2, Student B
says Jamie's extra element helps reader know more
about the situation in the argument.

The long form summaries provided an overview of the discussion, such as
descriptions of student responses to the questions, the wording of the responses, and
stitching together incomplete thoughts. Direct quotes of student responses were included
in the narrative for reference. The purpose of the narrative summary was to help maintain
continuity of the discussion, translate student ideas into complete, homogeneous forms,
and provide general descriptions of student activity. The long form narratives were then
condensed into shorter, more concise summaries by describing the general ideas and
understanding of the students present throughout the interview. This made it easier to
compare student activity and understandings from one interview to another. Careful
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consideration was taken in maintaining the substance of the discussion, such that general
descriptions of student activity or ideas could be easily traced from the lowest level of
summarization directly back to the transcript.

Process of Analysis
As stated above, the purpose of this study was to provide insight into how
students understand the importance of reasoning within an argument, and how student
engage with identifying reasoning within an argument. In order to reach that goal, the
analysis of the collected data was based around understanding how students interacted
with the contrast matrix in order to answer the two activity questions. When analyzing
the transcripts, there was specific focus on identifying (1) how students isolated the
contrast among the arguments, and identifying (2) how students described the contrast
and described its importance.

Identification of Successful Isolation
Using a combination of short form narratives and direct transcript examples, I
identified evidence of successful isolation of the contrast. Successful isolation was
defined as clear indication of two things: (1) student identification of a contrast, and (2)
student understanding that the contrast is important. An indicator of successful isolation
was defined as student responses that were applicable in answering the two activity
questions (Describe a single overall difference that makes Jamie’s two arguments better
than Pat’s two arguments; How does the difference you described hurt Pat’s arguments?).
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Some examples of student responses were (1) a comparative statement between Jamie
and Pat’s arguments, (2) a description of the contrast, and (3) description of how the
contrast affects Jamie or Pat’s arguments.

Analysis of Student Descriptions of Contrast and Importance
Indicators of successful isolation were compiled into a summary table for
analysis, with a goal of identifying general patterns of how students described the
contrast and its importance. Indicators of students recognizing the contrast were defined
as descriptors about what made Jamie’s arguments different than Pat’s, such as students
general explanations given in response to the first activity question. Indicators of students
recognizing the importance of the contrast were defined as descriptors of how the
presence or absence of the contrast affected Jamie or Pat’s arguments. Many of the
descriptors about the contrasts importance were made in the context of a specific
argument examples. This required careful interpretation of the general idea students were
attempting to convey, in order to compare to (a) additional descriptors found throughout
the interview, and (b) descriptors present in other interview transcripts.

Analysis of Student Process of Isolating the Contrast
The scheme for identifying student process of isolation was to look at how
students ended up at their general statement, such as things students said or did prior to
the declaration of their general statement. Specific attention was paid to student responses
to the activity questions and corresponding examples referenced in connection to the
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general statement. General statements were defined as student descriptions that compare
any or all arguments within one column (Jamie’s) to arguments in the other column
(Pat’s). These general statements were created in response to Question 1 of the activity.
Connections to the general statement are indicated by any mention or use of an argument
example, or pieces of that example, in relation to student response to Question 1 (i.e. the
general statement).
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3. RESULTS

Part 1: Student Recognition of the Contrast and its Importance
Analysis of the transcripts indicated multiple ways in which students described
the contrast, as well as multiple ways they described their understanding of the contrast’s
importance.

Student Recognition of the Contrast
In general, 19 groups showed they recognize the contrast by indicating that one
set of arguments had more or less information compared to the other. There were two
ways students explained how Jamie and Pat were different, describing the contrast in
terms of: (1) what is additional in Jamie’s arguments, or (2) what is missing from Pat’s
argument. Table 3 and 4 provide examples of both of these descriptions within student
discussion. Additional examples can be found in Appendix A.
Table 3 - Example of “Jamie has more…” indicators
“Jamie has more...”
Group C

Well, Jamie added more...descriptive writing instead of just saying. Like, we didn't know
pythons could eat without...like take months until it eats again. Like Jamie said, it typically
goes months without eating.

Group F

There is more things. There is more information so you know what they are talking about.

Group I

A: Jamie's are more convincing because when she adds importantly, it adds more evidence
and why she is right.

Table 3 provides examples of groups discussing the contrast in terms of what was
additional in Jamie’s arguments. In each example, students provided a description about
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how there was something additional in Jamie’s arguments, described as more
“information”, “facts”, or “evidence” (“Jamie added more descriptive writing”; “There
is more information”; “The importantly statement adds more evidence”). These
descriptors were used interchangeably by students, with no clear indication about whether
students understood a distinction among them.

Table 4 - Examples of “Pat is missing…” indicators
“Pat is missing...”
Group A

A: Well, Pat just listed what happened when they poured acid on it. But Jamie listed several
known properties.
B: I think it’s Jamie’s too because she said python ate three weeks ago, and he didn’t
write…like…Pat said, didn’t give as much description as Jamie did.

Group H

Okay, yeah. Pat’s is like more weak, and doesn’t have a lot of explaining and stuff. And
Jamie has a lot, of stuff that she told, explaining, like she’s allergic...stuff like that. And Pats
only has...I’m going to get sick, and stuff like that. He didn’t explain why he’s going to get
sick. [writing]

Group I

B: Yea, I don’t think Pat has enough evidence to convince people that like that’s the one we
should pick. Because like in the first one, it says that she’s allergic to peanuts, and then in
Pat's, it says that she can’t eat it or she’ll get sick.

Table 4 provides examples of groups discussing the contrast in terms of what was
missing from Pat’s argument. In each example, students described how there is
something missing in Pat’s arguments in comparison to Jamie’s arguments. These
descriptions compare Pat against some unit of measurement, either there is an absence of
some element (“Pat didn’t give as much description”; “Pat doesn’t have a lot of
explaining”; “I don’t think Pat has enough evidence”) or the elements provided do not
achieve the same level of quality compared to Jamie (“Pat just listed what happened”;
“Pat only has”).
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Student Recognition of the Contrast’s Importance
19 groups recognized the contrast was important by explaining how the presence
or absence of the contrast affected the argument. In each case, students said Jamie’s
arguments were better because the reasoning statement “explains why”, which was
determined to have two meanings based upon the context of individual discussions: (1)
explains the connections among elements of the argument, and (2) provides context for
the reader. Table 5 and 6 provide examples from student discussions. See Appendix B for
additional examples.

Table 5 - Example of “Explains the connection...” indicators
Explains the Connections among Elements of the Argument
Group B

I think Jamie’s argument about georgette was better because she, instead of just saying
“she’s not hungry, she ate three weeks ago”, she said “ball pythons go months without
eating”, she gave evidence as to why she’s probably not hungry.

Group K

So his is more convincing, because it says evidence from like the background of what is
going on like without everything. Like he says a fact that supports his evidence.

Table 5 provides examples of the first way students students talked about the
contrasts importance, which focused on the internal connections among individual
elements of the argument (claim, evidence, reasoning). One group (K) explicitly
described the relationship among the elements (“he says a fact that supports his
evidence”), whereas the other group was not as direct, but the nature of their description
was the same (“she gave evidence as to why she’s probably not hungry.”). Students
seemed to refer to a connection between the claim and evidence, where the strength of the
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connection (and the overall argument) was based upon the presence of the reasoning
statement.

Table 6 - Examples of “Provides context for the Reader” indicators
Provides Context for the Reader
Group A

She wrote more information than Pat. So we would know more about it.

Group C

Well, Jamie added more...descriptive writing instead of just saying. Like, we didn't know
pythons could eat without...like take months until it eats again.
It helped the reader understand why it can go three weeks without eating.

Group E

A: She has more like, evidence…like more…good facts.
B: Like if one of us wrote this, we should explain, like, she did for the people that don’t really
know this stuff. It’s good to include that so we know more of why it happened.

Group F

A: That, um, Jamie’s has more facts in them. More information, so that you know what he/she
is talking about.
B: Cuz he doesn't really say why he has his evidence. Like (reads peanut argument), you don't
know if he's allergic or not because he didn't tell you. Maybe he doesn't like peanuts, maybe
he's not allergic.

Group I

Yea, like Pat's, it just says, he ate a granola bar with peanuts in it, and it’s like yea...and...
it’s like how are you going to get sick?

Table 6 provides examples of the second way students talked about the contrasts
importance, which went a step further by drawing connections between an external
element (the reader) and the context of the argument. In each example the students
described how the connection was beneficial for the reader and the argument. For the
reader, the reasoning statement gives information they would not know otherwise, which
helps them better understand what was happening in the argument (“so we would know
more about it”; “...for the people that don’t really know this stuff. It’s good to include
that so we know more of why it happened.”; “It helped the reader understand why it can
go three weeks without eating.”). For the argument, the inclusion of context explained the
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relevance of the evidence to the claim, without which the argument was less convincing
(“...and it’s like yea, and? How are you going to get sick?”; “You don't know if he's
allergic or not because he didn't tell you. Maybe he doesn't like peanuts, maybe he's not
allergic.”).

Overview of Descriptors
Overall, all groups were successful in isolating the contrast as there were clear
indicators of students recognizing the contrast and recognizing it was important. How
students described the contrast and how its importance was very similar across the 19
groups. When describing the contrast, students would describe how (1) Jamie had more
information, or (2) Pat was missing information. Students described the importance of the
contrast as “it explains why”, specifically referring to (1) a connection among elements in
the argument, or (2) a provision of context for the reader.

Table 7 - Descriptors of the Contrast and its Importance
Recognize the Contrast

Recognize it is Important

One set of arguments has more or less information
compared to the other.
- Jamie includes something more
- Pat is missing something
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How the presence or absence of the contrast
affects the argument.“It explains why”
Connections among Elements in the
Argument.
Provides context for the reader

Part 2: Student Process of Successful Isolation
Based upon transcript analysis of all 21 student discussions, two types of isolation
processes emerged from the data: (a) Post-Hoc Justification process, and (b) Active
Comparison process.

Process A: Post-Hoc Justification
In Process A, the students (1) read through arguments, (2) presented a general
statement about the arguments in response to the questions, and (3) provided justification
for the general statement with examples of how it applies to the arguments. Table 8
below contains excerpts from transcripts that demonstrate Process A. Further examples
can be found in Appendix A.

Table 8 - Transcript Examples of Process A
(1) Read
Arguments

Example 1 (Group B)

Example 2 (Group K)

Example 3 (Group R)

(2) Present a
General
Statement

I think Jamie’s argument
about georgette was better.

The reason it is
Jamie’s...evidence is more
convincing, is because it says
importantly, is that it
says...well Pat says “okay this
happens and this is what I
think”. Jamie says that too,
but also says “here’s what
else is going on”.

A: well, it tells why…

(3) Justify
response with
examples

Because she, instead of just
saying “she’s not hungry, she
ate three weeks ago”, she said
“ball pythons go months
without eating”.

Like when Jamie says "I ate a
granola bar with peanuts in
it", he says that “I’m allergic
to peanuts”. And then he says
“we have 25 people in our
class” is too many because
“the school only permits 20
people in the class”. And the
same thing with the quartz.

...like, Jamie he says
"diamond is the hardest
known mineral so nothing is
able to scratch it" and if he
just said "I ate a granola bar
with peanuts in it", I don’t
think that would make anyone
sick unless you're allergic.

She gave evidence as to why
the python is probably not
hungry.
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In each example of Table 8, students responded immediately after reading through
the contrast matrix. The first response within all three examples is a response to the
question of why Jamie’s arguments are better than Pat’s (“I think Jamie’s argument about
georgette was better because…”; “The reason it is Jamie’s...evidence is more
convincing, is because…”). In each case, the students read the contrast matrix and
immediately provided a general statement in response to the question. There was no
evidence within the data of an active isolation process that moves from (1) to (2). Instead
there seemed to be a “jump” from reading the arguments to identifying a general contrast
among the arguments. The provision of a general explanation applicable to all arguments
required some comparison process among the arguments, but there was a distinct lack of
an active comparison process present in the data prior to initial student response.
Although there is an “absence” of evidence for a process of isolation, the
provision of justification for the general statements provided insight into student process
of isolation. Looking again at Example 1 in Table 8:
-

I think Jamie’s argument about georgette was better,
because she, instead of just saying “she’s not hungry, she ate three weeks
ago”, she said “ball pythons go months without eating”.
She gave evidence as to why the python is probably not hungry.

The student first provided a general statement about the arguments, which is followed by
an explanation of their response in the second line. This explanation took the form of a
post-hoc comparison between specific elements of Pat and Jamie’s argument. The nature
of the student’s justification suggested that some comparative analysis took place after
the arguments had been read but before a general statement was formed.
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Process B: Active Comparison
In Process B, students: (1) read through each row of arguments, (2) drew
similarities or differences among columns or rows of arguments, and (3) created a general
statement from these contrasts. This is called the “Active Comparison” process. Below is
an excerpt from Group E’s transcript that demonstrated Process B. Further examples can
be found in Appendix B.
[Students are given the contrast matrix]
A – Okay, so she said…
B – She said it has known…
A – And that, yeah, they are both saying it’s colorless.
B – …“Several known properties”.
A – …“It bubbles and it’s not as hard as glass”.
B – So they are technically saying the same thing, here.
A – Yeah, she says the hardness is less than glass here, and he’s saying the same thing.
So they are both kind of saying the same thing.
B – Yeah, except for that.
A – Yeah.
B – Um…
A – She added one, because Pat has nothing to go by that. Like, they both said the same
thing.
[Reminded to read both sets of arguments]
A – Okay, I’ll read Pat’s second one. [reading]
B – She included…
A – yeah, she included that.
B – Both saying she’s probably not hungry, because she ate three weeks ago.
A – Yeah.
B – Yeah, what do you think? [Sounds like one of them is erasing and rewriting
something]"
Proctor – So tell me where you guys are right now? For this question it says to “describe below a
single overall difference that makes Jamie’s arguments different than Pat’s”.
B - Ohh…okay, see I didn’t see the “better”
A –Yeah, that’s what I saw though, which one is better.
B – She saw facts, and um, evidence.
A – She’s more descriptive. [writing]. Jamie was…more, descriptive. I don’t’ know how
to spell it. Okay…do you want to write?
B – And…it had more evidence [writing]
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In the first section of the discussion, students read through the first row of
arguments about Quartz. They actively compared each line of Jamie and Pat, mentioning
specific lines of interest and point out similarities between them. They concluded that Pat
and Jamie’s arguments are “saying the same thing”, despite their acknowledgement of an
additional element present in one of the arguments (A: So they are both kind of saying the
same thing. B: Yeah, except for that. A: Yeah...). At this point they seemed to ignore this
difference in favor of their original generalization of “sameness”. The students reached a
similar conclusion after comparing the Python arguments, after which the proctor asked
for clarification on their thinking and reiterates question 1. At this point, it became clear
the students had misunderstood the goal of the question (B: Ohh…okay, see I didn’t see
the “better”. A: Yeah, that’s what I saw though, which one is better.). They were
highlighting similarities rather differences. They immediately provided a general
statement contrasting the arguments in response to the question, based upon their initial
comparison of the two sets of arguments (Jamie was more descriptive, and had more
evidence). Despite the initial misunderstanding of the task, the essence of Process B
presents itself in the overall flow of the discussion.
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An additional example of Process B was found in another group. Below is an
excerpt of Group C’s transcript.
Proctor: Ok, well how about in the mineral one, why are those ones different.
B: Well, they both seemed pretty the same to me.
Proctor: Is there anything you can compare between them?
B: Well they both mention glass...
Proctor: Would you like a pen to see if there are any?
B: [takes pen, begins circling] Well...[inaudible]...that was about the same but different
wording. And that one says he thinks the minerals is. And that one says there are several
known properties. And that one it just says it is it. It didn't say like...that one says it is just
a mineral, while that one says that it has several known properties. The other one doesn't
say anything about known properties.
A: Oh yeah. Jamie said that it had several known properties, and Pat really didn't say
about the properties.
Proctor: Okay, let’s check out what we were trying to find again...re-read question 1.
A: Well, Jamie puts more detail into it.

The student was initially uncertain about whether the Quartz arguments were different,
from which the proctor prompts them to conduct a line-by-line comparison. Student B
read and compared each line of the Quartz arguments, which eventually led to the
recognition of an element of contrast (“that one says it is just a mineral, while that one
says that it has several known properties.”). At this point, the students have conducted an
active comparison process which fits as an example of part of Process B (Generation
process). When prompted, Student A provided a general statement about the arguments
(“Jamie puts more detail into it”).
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Overview of Processes
Overall, there were two distinct processes that occurred within 19 interviews
included in the analysis. Process A, “Post-Hoc Justification”, and Process B, “Active
Comparison” (Table 9). Process A was the most common process, occurring in 17
interviews, while Process B occurred in two groups (Table 10). Two groups were
excluded from analysis due to lack of ability to discern any information about student
process of isolation.
Table 9 - Overview of Processes of Isolation
Process A: Post-Hoc Justification

Process B: Active Comparison

(1)

Read Arguments

Read Arguments

(2)

Present a general statement

Draw comparisons among arguments

(3)

Justify response with examples

Create a general statement

Table 10 - Prevalence of Processes across Contrast Matrix Designs
Process A

Process B

3

2

Prose Design

5

0

Bullet Design I

9

0

Bullet Design II

The primary difference between the two processes was Process A did not show active
comparison of arguments that led to a general statement. Rather, students provided a
post-hoc explanation that gave insight to a possible comparison that was conducted prior
to the creation of the general statement. Students would reference multiple examples
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across arguments during their justification of their general statement. In Process B, the
creation of the general statement was explicitly evident in the data, where students
actively drew similarities and contrasts across Pat and Jamie’s arguments, which were
then used to create a general statement.

Summary of Results
The purpose of this study was to provide insight into how students understand the
importance of reasoning within an argument, and how student engage with identifying
reasoning within an argument. In Part 1 of the results section, students used common
descriptors of the contrast and its importance during their discussion. Students recognized
the contrast by describing one set of arguments has more or less information compared to
the other. Student recognized the contrast’s importance by describing how the presence
or absence of the contrast affects the argument. This explanation had two distinct forms:
(1) the contrast connects evidence to the claim, (2) the contrast provides context for the
reader. In Part 2 of the results section, two distinct processes of isolating the contrast
were discussed. A majority of groups (17 of 19) followed Process A, where students
provided a post-hoc justification for their general statement, in which they pointed out
specific examples of contrasts among arguments. Two groups followed Process B, where
students explicitly read through each row of arguments pointing out contrasts, followed
by the creation of a general statement. In general students readily provided
well-constructed arguments containing reasoning for their general explanation. The
students provided a general statement about whether Jamie’s arguments were better than
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Pat’s arguments (claim), followed by justification that included the identification of
specific examples (evidence), their relation to the general statement, and an explanation
for the importance of the contrast within the arguments (reasoning).
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4. DISCUSSION
There were two main results from this study, for which I discuss the significance
of the new knowledge in relation to the literature below. First, students could recognize
reasoning is important as a general idea, while only having a vague idea of what
reasoning is. Second, students showed multiple ways of identifying the general contrast
across various arguments examples during their analysis of the contrast matrix activity.

Recognizing Reasoning as a General Idea
The first result was that students could recognize that reasoning is important as a
general idea. The results indicated students were able to perceive similarities in the
contrasts across the argument examples. First, the identification of the contrast was the
first thing students talked about in their discussion, and seemed relatively easy for
students to articulate. Students identified the general contrast by looking for similarities
and differences among rows of arguments, as indicated by the two processes of isolation
(Post-Hoc Justification, Active Comparison). Second, students referenced both scientific
and non-scientific examples in support of the general contrast during their discussion.
Finally, the results indicated students were able to grasp the presence of a rationale
behind the function of reasoning among the provided examples; the rationale being that
the contrast made Jamie’s arguments “better” than Pat’s arguments. When explaining
how the contrast made an argument better, the common descriptor was Jamie “explained
why”. The results indicated this descriptor referred to (1) a cohesiveness among the
components of the argument, or (2) provision of contextual information that “clued the
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reader in” about why Pat/Jamie believed in their claim (e.g. their rationale). These two
descriptors, and their common denominator (“it explains why”) supported the students’
notion that the inclusion of the contrast made the argument “stronger” in some significant
way.
Overall, it was at least possible for students to use multiple,
contextually-dissimilar contrasts to put together a general idea of what reasoning is. This
is useful for teachers to know because it shows students are able to synthesize generalized
knowledge about the nature of reasoning when it is intentionally targeted. The teaching of
reasoning does not need to be one-dimensional, where only one definition of reasoning is
given, or one instance of reasoning is studied. Instead, teachers could provide multiple
scientific contexts in which reasoning is utilized, from which students identify themes of
how reasoning was used across the various cases in order to come to a general
understanding about the nature of reasoning. Engaging students in this process of
knowledge generation could not only support their general understanding of reasoning,
but could help students understand the value of such a process in relation to the larger
context of what it means to do science; that science is not about memorization of facts,
but rather understanding where and how those facts come to be known.
The idea that students can create formalized meaning from various contexts could
potentially address the problems present within the two previously mentioned
frameworks for teaching argumentation. Neither the CER or ADI frameworks
specifically target student understanding of reasoning. The focus of the CER framework
(McNeill, Krajcik 2012) is on student practice of connecting key science topics to their
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writing of reasoning, with no explicit support for reflecting on the nature of reasoning. In
the current framework, a rationale for reasoning is provided by the teacher during the
introductory phase of scientific explanations, but is not later revisited after students spent
time conducting investigations and constructing explanations. The ADI framework by
Sampson, et al (2011) contains a step for student reflection on the nature of different
aspects of the investigation, but it is non-specific toward generating student
understanding of reasoning. It could be beneficial for these frameworks to incorporate
space for developing student-generated knowledge about reasoning from student
arguments generated across classroom investigations, rather than solely relying on
definitions provided by the teacher.
A second result shows students struggled to definitively describe what reasoning
is and its importance in an argument. First, students used various language to describe the
contrast, such as “more information”or “more descriptive writing”, or even incorrectly
describing the contrast as “more evidence”. Second, a majority of the discussion was
spent deliberating about particular language that best fit the explanation about the
importance of the contrast, and students struggled to agree on any particular explanation.
This is important for teachers to know because it indicates that once students have
identified the contrast and identified there is something significant about the contrast,
more things would need to be provided in order for them to continue further in their
understanding of reasoning. For example, it is generally understood that learners
construct new knowledge and understandings based on knowledge they already have
(NRC, 2000). If students current knowledge is incomplete, or compiled of incorrect ideas,
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then their conclusions about reasoning will be incorrect, which would have ramifications
on any future knowledge built atop it. Thus, teachers need to provide students with
functional language to help construct meaning for reasoning based upon the various
contexts in which it is being observed. Another example, providing students with more
examples of the contrast to help further refine the distinction of reasoning. Specifically, if
student say the contrast provides “more information”, show them examples that have
multiple pieces of evidence but no reasoning. This would encourage students to think
more critically about the unique qualities that define reasoning. Finally, encouraging
students to think about other, informal scenarios where reasoning would be useful to
include, such as personal experiences students may have encountered, as a way of
inciting more tangible examples of the significance of reasoning.
The above examples supporting student discovery of understanding of reasoning
is emblematic of certain methodologies for teaching science. The 5E Instructional Model
(Bybee, et.al., 2006) supports a student-discovery model of instruction that promotes
students as the main driver of knowledge generation, with the teacher acting as an
instructional guide when necessary. One point of necessity emerges when students reach
a limit to what they are able to learn without the provision of formal knowledge by the
teacher, after which students are equipped to move further into deeper understandings.
Much like the strategic provision of formal scientific facts that ties together student-held
observations, a teacher would need to provide more formal definitions of reasoning. This
would not only help tie together student observations for what reasoning is and does, but
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also direct them onward to develop a deeper understanding of reasoning within scientific
argumentation.

Identification of Multiple Student Processing Pathways
Comparing and contrasting examples of “good” versus “bad” examples is a
suggested pedagogical strategy for both teaching argumentation (McNeill, Krajcik, 2008;
Sampson, 2014), and for generating general knowledge about a topic (Shemwell &
Schwartz, 2015; Rittle-Johnson & Star, 2007; Oppezzo, Chin, 2011). The final finding
sheds additional light on how students engage with identifying reasoning within an
argument. Within the contrast matrix activities, students showed multiple ways of
identifying what is the same across changes in the arguments. In Post-Hoc Justification
process, students provided a post-hoc justification for their general statement, in which
they pointed out specific examples of contrasts among arguments. In comparison, the
Active Comparison process consisted of explicit comparisons and connections among
argument examples (such as identifying common contrasts) from which a general
statement was constructed.
The emergence of the two processes of isolating the contrast is important because
it give insight into understanding how students can engage with reasoning, such that
teachers can know how to support students in doing it. The results indicated that both
processes of isolation were successful in leading students toward identifying the contrast,
as well as some indication of its importance. This means teachers could use either of
these processes as supports when they encounter situations in which students are
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struggling to engage in this type of activity (comparing and contrasting examples,
identifying similarities and differences, etc).
The results of this study do not indicate benefits of one process of isolation over
the other. However, that does not mean one process could be more useful depending on
the type of task and overall learning goal. For example, if the learning goal is to engage
students in discourse, teachers could task students with defending the views of of set of
arguments versus another, using the Post-Hoc Justification process as a guide. As another
example, if the learning goal was to compare and contrast distinct features among sets of
arguments, teachers could use the Active Comparison process as a guide for instructing
students to compare and contrast similarities and differences among examples.

Limitations & Next Steps
Given the design and focus of the study, there exists limitations to the general
ideas that can be concluded from the results, from which further investigation could be
based upon.
The prevalence of the Post-Hoc Justification process across the various contrast
matrix designs (17 of 19 total groups) indicates a lack of significant effect of the contrast
matrix design on how students engaged with identifying the importance of reasoning.
Thus the effects of Bullet Design II, during which students were provided additional
argument rows during their analysis, were not included due to their lack of significant
contribution toward the purpose of this study. There are multiple variables that could
have contributed to the lack of overall effect of the contrast matrix design. First, the
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claim-evidence-reasoning argument structure was chosen due to its simplicity, making it
easy to identify when a component is missing. Second, the argument components within
Jamie and Pat’s arguments contained elements that were easily identifiable (“I think”,
“My evidence is”, “Importantly”). The purpose of this design choice was to eliminate the
need for students to distinguish among components within an argument, so time and
focus could spent comparing components across arguments. Overall, it would be
beneficial to explore how structural elements could be used to aid or hinder student
ability to understand reasoning within an argument, and how student processing differs
between simple and complex argument structures, and the depth of understanding about
reasoning that students could gain.
In addition, the focus of this study was to observe how students come to
understand the importance of reasoning using the contrast matrix activity. It would be
beneficial to explore further the impact of the contrast matrix activity on student
knowledge of reasoning and argumentation. Within the scope of this study, student prior
knowledge about reasoning within argumentation was not measured. A set of warm-up
activities were provided to the students, with the goal of familiarizing students with the
process of comparing and contrasting examples and creating a general contrast. After
students completed the contrast matrix activity, a series of post-test activities were given
to students for collecting data on learning outcomes. However, these post-test activities
were not consistent across the three interview sessions, and were not well aligned with
pre-test measurements. Future investigations would require more rigorous design of
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pre/post test activities in order to consider the effects of a contrast matrix activity on
student understanding and use of reasoning.
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5. CONCLUSION
The general idea leading up to this study was the fact that students struggle with
utilizing reasoning when constructing scientific arguments. Many frameworks for
incorporating argumentation as part of science classroom provide instruction for how to
guide students toward a general understanding of constructing scientific explanations.
However, they provide little insight for how to support student understanding of the
importance of reasoning with an argument. The question of how students come to
understand reasoning within scientific argumentation was of particular interest and focus
for this study, with the goal of providing insight for how to better support
student-generated knowledge about reasoning. The results of this study show multiple
ways students create generalized understanding of reasoning from multiple cases, but
require necessary external support from teachers in order to reach deeper levels of
understanding about reasoning within an argument. Further investigation into the use of
contrast matrix activity for advancing student knowledge about reasoning would be
beneficial. In addition, further investigation into the breakdown between student use of
reasoning and recognizing when it is used, could provide further insight into why
students struggle to understand reasoning.
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APPENDIX A: STUDENT DESCRIPTORS OF THE CONTRAST AND ITS
IMPORTANCE
Table 11 - Examples of Student Recognition of the Contrast, All Transcripts
Jamie has More

Pat is Missing

Group A

A: Well, Pat just listed what happened when they
poured acid on it. But Jamie listed several known
properties.
B: I think it’s Jamie’s too because she said python ate
three weeks ago, and he didn’t write…like…Pat said,
didn’t give as much description as Jamie did.

A: Well, Pat just listed what happened when they
poured acid on it. But Jamie listed several known
properties.
B: I think it’s Jamie’s too because she said python ate
three weeks ago, and he didn’t write…like…Pat said,
didn’t give as much description as Jamie did.

Group B

I think Jamie’s argument about georgette was better
because she, instead of just saying “she’s not hungry,
she ate three weeks ago”, she said “ball pythons go
months without eating”, she gave evidence as to why
she’s probably not hungry.

Group C

Well, Jamie added more...descriptive writing instead of
just saying. Like, we didn't know pythons could eat
without...like take months until it eats again. Like
Jamie said, it typically goes months without eating.

Group D

Well I'm thinking that Jamie is more descriptive than
Pat, because Pat just says "well, it was colorless, it's
hardness was less than glass" he also said "the class
python is probably not hungry, she ate three weeks
ago". Jamie gives more information, like "it fizzed,
there's several known properties of calcite, and was
not as hard as glass", and she also said "ball pythons
could typically go months without eating".

Group E

A: [Pat] had good evidence, but didn’t say why.
B: Like, at the bottom, Jamie included “ball pythons
typically go months without eating”. And up here it has
“several known properties of calcite”.
A: [Jamie] just added. She had more, evidence.

Group F

There is more things. There is more information so you
know what they are talking about.

Group G

A: So do you think it just adds more detail? [B: Mhm].
A: Well, just because he says he's not allergic does not
mean he isn't. He just forgot to leave detail in all of
these. He didn't leave important detail.
Okay, yeah. Pats is like more weak, and doesn’t have a
lot of explaining and stuff. And Jamie has a lot, of stuff
that she told, explaining, like she’s allergic...stuff like
that. And Pats only has...I’m going to get sick, and
stuff like that. He didn’t explain why he’s going to get
sick. [writing]

Group H

Group I

A: [Pat] had good evidence, but didn’t say why.
B: Like, at the bottom, Jamie included “ball pythons
typically go months without eating”. And up here it has
“several known properties of calcite”.
A: [Jamie] just added. She had more, evidence.

Jamie's are more convincing because when she adds
importantly, it adds more evidence and why she is
right.
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Yea, I don’t think Pat has enough evidence to convince
people that like that’s the one we should pick. Because
like in the first one, it says that she’s allergic to
peanuts, and then in Pat's, it says that she can’t eat it
or she’ll get sick.

Table 11 continued
Group J

[Q1] I think because it’s importantly, she’s actually
telling why she’s going to be sick, why there are too
many people in our class, and why the mineral is a
quartz. So that’s why I would think it would be.

[Q2] Because there’s no importantly in Pat’s thing. He
doesn’t say anything, about why it’s important, or why
Jamie’s has more information.

Group K

The reason it’s Jamie’s...evidence is more convincing,
is because it says importantly, is that it says, well Pat
says “okay this happens and this is what i think”, and
jamie says that too, but also says “here’s what else is
going on”.

Group L

A: For the first one, we put… B: Jamie has more
evidence? A: Yes. "Make a single overall explanation
for how the importantly sentence make Jamie's
arguments more convincing". Cuz it's giving more
information about it.

Group M

B: But what about importantly? It says make a single
overall explanation for how the importantly sentence
makes Jamie's argument more convincing. Um… A: By
adding more detail.

Jamie's is better again because she just says that got
sick but she didn't say she's allergic.

Group N

B: Um...she adds, Jamie adds a little more information
that… A: Is important. B: That it's important, helpful
to um… A: Answer the question.

Yeah, once again, uh, Jamie has, like what would be
the most important, like, he just has "I know the
mineral is a diamond, my evidence is that no other
minerals were able to scratch it." But Jamie said
"importantly, diamond is the hardest known mineral so
minerals don't scratch it". Pat just put...Able to
scratch. But, when Pat did the peanut allergy, granola
bar thing, he didn't say "importantly, he had an
allergic reaction".

B: Yeah, to give it a little bit more evidence besides the
evidence that she has. She's got...um a little more
background information that way if like, sometimes
when you have more background information, it's
easier to figure out what the person is talking about,
with what they're trying to get from you.

Group O

This one has more like evidence, I mean this one has
less evidence and this one has more evidence. This one
has more supporting…

[writing] So Pat doesn’t say why he thinks he’s going
to get sick, but Jamie does so, Jamie has more…
information.
Okay, well in Jamie’s the importantly sentence is like a
conclusion to it, but Pat's doesn’t really have a
conclusion. Yeah.

Group P

Group Q

Like [Jamie] gives like a fact about the things, and
[Pat] just says "no other mineral are able to scratch it"

Group R

Again, this one told more evidence.

Group S

I think she gives like more evidence, and she states,
like if you don’t know something, like "importantly, the
diamond is the hardest known mineral" so others may
not know that and he [Pat] is just very simple about
it…
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[Q2] He doesn’t give like more evidence and details,
he just like we don’t know he’s allergic to peanuts.

Table 11 continued
Group T

[A is writing, B speaks aloud] Jamie's argument is
more convincing because it gives more information
about the topic.

Group U

B: Like Jamie takes an extra step and says, like, she
uses extra detail to say why, so [talk writing] so Jamie
gives extra detail to say why that happened. A: Yea she
gives extra details to kind of prove maybe her evidence
is right.

[Q2] "Leaving off the importantly statement makes
Pat's arguments not as convincing as they should be,
why?" Because they, um, it doesn't give an extra piece
of evidence and it doesn't make a lot of sense.

Table 12 - Examples of Student Recognition of Contrasts Importance, All Transcripts
Provides Context for the Reader
Group A

She wrote more information than pat. So we would know more about it.

Group C

Well, Jamie added more...descriptive writing instead of just saying. Like, we didn't know pythons could eat
without...like take months until it eats again. It helped the reader understand why it can go three weeks without
eating.

Group D

A: Well, when you hear that the python didn't, isn't hungry and she eat three weeks ago it just like, how is she not
hungry? It's three weeks ago! That's a long time. Then you probably want more information on the mineral.
B: Because it has more facts saying how long it can go without eating. So that it has a while since it's only been
about three weeks.

Group E

A: She has more like, evidence…like more…good facts.
B: Like if one of us wrote this, we should explain, like, she did for the people that don’t really know this stuff. It’s
good to include that so we know more of why it happened.

Group F

A: That, um, Jamie’s has more facts in them. More information, so that you know what he/she is talking about.
B: Cuz he doesn't really say why he has his evidence. Like (reads peanut argument), you don't know if he's allergic
or not because he didn't tell you. Maybe he doesn't like peanuts, maybe he's not allergic.

Group G

Well, just because he says he's not allergic does not mean he isn't. He just forgot to leave detail in all of these. He
didn't leave important detail.

Group H

Um, that Pat’s arguments aren’t as convincing as they should be because he never said that he was allergic to
peanuts. And it made no sense that he said “I know I’m going to get sick”, and like it doesn't make sense because
if you don't say you're allergic to peanuts, no one’s going to know and, it's not going to make any sense.

Group I

Yea, like Pat's, it just says, he ate a granola bar with peanuts in it, and its like yea.. and... it’s like how are you
going to get sick?

Group J

I think because it’s importantly, she’s actually telling why she’s going to be sick, why there are too many people in
our class, and why the mineral is a quartz. So that’s why I would think it would be.

Group L

[Q2] Well, if you don't have enough information then sometimes it doesn't really explain the question whole if you
don't have a lot of evidence.

Group M

B: [after reading extra row] So, she gives extra evidence of, err, or a conclusion, like a conclusion sentence - like
a conclusion sentence that makes it – A: More, more...fun to read. More importantly, so the teacher can find out
more –
Like your conclusion sentence, in it, it wraps up the end of it so that gives more detail about what she's talking
about.

Group N

Yeah, to give it a little bit more evidence besides the evidence that she has. She's got...um a little more background
information that way if like, sometimes when you have more background information, it's easier to figure out what
the person is talking about, with what they're trying to get from you.
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Table 12 continued
Group O

She says she’s allergic to peanuts and he says has going to get sick because if your not allergic to peanuts, you
can't just get sick, unless you just eat too much, which you actually can't get sick from peanuts unless if you put
too much salt on them. And for the diamond, she has like more stuff, cause like she said that it's, like the hardest
mineral. And he says that "my evidence is none of the other minerals are able to scratch it" because that doesn’t
make sense, cause like we don’t know what he’s talking about, like what rock he’s talking about. Well we know
that he’s talking about a diamond.

Group P

Well it doesn’t make it very convincing because without the importantly, it [the situation] doesn’t seem as bad as
it could be. Like if you didn’t say that the materials could erode and the house might fall, then people wouldn’t
consider it as dangerous.

Group Q

Like Jamie gives like a fact about the things, and Pat just says "no other mineral are able to scratch it". Like we
don’t even really know what he’s talking about. Like Jamie says "importantly diamonds are the hardest know
mineral" and so then you know what he’s talking about in the sentence. I mean this bullet "my evidence is that".
And then down here he just said "I think I'm going to get sick, my evidence is I ate a granola bar with peanuts in
it." We don’t know why he’s going to get sick and then Jamie said "importantly I'm allergic to peanuts", so that’s
why we know he is sick or going to get sick

Group R

Yea, that’s what I was going to say, if you just say "my evidence is I ate a granola bar with peanuts in it", you
don’t really know why that made you sick. Unless you knew that that person is allergic to peanuts, than now you
would know why that person got sick.

Group S

I think she gives like more evidence, and she states, like if you don’t know something, like "importantly, the
diamond is the hardest known mineral" so others may not know that and he [Pat] is just very simple about it. I
don’t know how to like put it into words though.

Group T

Yeah, cuz you can't just say "I ate a granola bar with peanuts in it" if you don't, if they don't know that you're sick
or allergic to peanuts. [writing] Jamie's argument is more convincing because it gives more information about the
topic.
Like, if you said that "I got sick because I ate granola bar with peanuts in it" then they don't know if you got sick
because you ate too much or because you're allergic to peanuts or something. So...yeah.

Explains the Connections among Elements of the Argument
Group B

I think Jamie’s argument about georgette was better because she, instead of just saying “she’s not hungry, she ate
three weeks ago”, she said “ball pythons go months without eating”, she gave evidence as to why she’s probably
not hungry.

Group K

So his is more convincing, because it says evidence from like the background of what is going on like without
everything. Like he says a fact that supports his evidence.

Group O

This one has more like evidence, I mean this one has less evidence and this one has more evidence. This one has
more supporting

Group U

So we can say like importantly kind of like grabs the reader. Like that started word sometimes grab the reader and
then like after they say that, like they give a reason why they think that, like they have evidence from like why.
The reason why they think like, they gave evidence by their experiment. Because Pat just said "none of the other
minerals are able to scratch it" and Jamie said why, "the diamond is the hardest known mineral, so none of the
other minerals can scratch it"...And then Pat just says he ate a granola bar, and Jamie’s says she’s allergic to
peanuts, so that’s why she’s sick.
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APPENDIX B: OVERVIEW OF STUDENT PROCESSES OF ISOLATION
Process A
(1) Read Arguments
(2) Present a General Statement
(3) Justify response with examples

Table 13 - Examples of Process A, All Transcripts
Group A

Group B

(1)
(2)

[What are you thinking?]
A - That Jamie’s Calcite arguments are better than Pat's.

(3)

A: Well, Pat just listed what happened when they poured acid on it. But Jamie listed several known
properties.
B: I think it’s Jamie’s too because she said python ate three weeks ago, and he didn’t write…like…
A: She wrote that they typically go a month without eating.
B: Pat said, didn’t give as much description as Jamie did.
A: And the whole…point of the lesson is…well the whole point of the sheet is to see which one is better
than the other.

(1)
(2)

I think Jamie’s argument about georgette was better.

(3)

Because she, instead of just saying “she’s not hungry, she ate three weeks ago”, she said “ball pythons go
months without eating”.
She gave evidence as to why the python is probably not hungry.

Group D

(1)
(2)

Well I'm thinking that Jamie is more descriptive than Pat.

(3)

Pat just says "well, it was colorless, it's hardness was less than glass" he also said "the class python is
probably not hungry, she ate three weeks ago".
Jamie gives more information, like "it fizzed, there's several known properties of calcite, and was not as
hard as glass", and she also said "ball pythons could typically go months without eating".

Group F

Group H

(1)
(2)

A: There is more things. There is more information so you know what they are talking about.
B: Jamie's makes more sense, because she adds in the facts that make what she's saying make sense. Pat is
just basically stating things. Just kind of like…[starts writing].

(3)

A: That, um, Jamie’s has more facts in them. More information, so that you know what he/she is talking
about. And…yeah, Pat is just stating things, he's not saying that he's allergic to peanuts or anything else.

(1)
(2)

Oh you're supposed to compare all of them together?
[Yes]
Okay, yeah. Pat’s is like more weak, and doesn’t have a lot of explaining and stuff. And Jamie has a lot, of
stuff that she told, explaining, like she’s allergic...stuff like that.

(3)

And Pat's only has...I’m going to get sick, and stuff like that. He didn’t explain why he’s going to get sick.
[writing].
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Table 13 continued
Group I

(1)
(2)

A: Jamie's are more convincing...

(3)

A: ...because when she adds importantly, it adds more evidence and why she is right.

(1)
(2)

B: Yea, I don’t think Pat has enough evidence to convince people that like that’s the one we should pick.

(3)

B: …because like in the first one, it says that she’s allergic to peanuts, and then in Pat's, it says that she
can’t eat it or she’ll get sick.
A: Yeah, like Pat's, it just says, he ate a granola bar with peanuts in it, and its like yea.. and... it’s like how
are you going to get sick?

Group J

Group K

Group M

Group N

(1)
(2)

I think because it’s importantly...

(3)

...she’s actually telling why she’s going to be sick, why there are too many people in our class, and why the
mineral is a quartz. So that’s why I would think it would be.

(1)
(2)

The reason it is Jamie’s...evidence is more convincing, is because it says importantly, is that it says...well
Pat says “okay this happens and this is what I think”. Jamie says that too, but also says “here’s what else is
going on”.

(3)

Like when Jamie says "I ate a granola bar with peanuts in it", he says that “I’m allergic to peanuts”. And
then he says “we have 25 people in our class” is too many because “the school only permits 20 people in the
class”. And the same thing with the quartz.

(1)
(2)

A - Jamie's is better again…

(3)

...because she just says that got sick but she didn't say she's allergic.

(1)
(2)

A - [Q2] Because Pat's is just not important as Jamie's…

(3)

...Cuz she just says "I know the mineral is diamond, My evidence is none of the other minerals are able to
scratch it".

(1)
(2)

Yeah, once again, uh, Jamie has, like what would be the most important…

(3)

...like, Pat just has "I know the mineral is a diamond, my evidence is that no other minerals were able to
scratch it." But Jamie said "importantly, diamond is the hardest known mineral so minerals don't scratch it".
He just put able to scratch. But, when he did the peanut allergy, granola bar thing, he didn't say
"importantly, he had an allergic reaction".
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Table 13 continued
Group O

Group P

Group Q

Group R

(1)
(2)

B - This one has more like evidence, I mean this one has less evidence and this one has more evidence. This
one has more supporting…

(3)

A: She says she’s allergic to peanuts and he says has going to get sick cause if you're not allergic to peanuts,
you can't just get sick, unless you just eat too much... And for the diamond, she has like more stuff, because
like she said that "it's the hardest mineral" and Pat says that "my evidence is none of the other minerals are
able to scratch it". Because that doesn’t make sense, because like we don’t know what Pat’s talking about.
Like what rock Jamie’s talking about, well we know that he’s talking about a diamond.

(1)
(2)

B - I was going to say for the leaving off the importantly statement makes Pat's argument not as convincing
is because you need to support

(3)

A - Because Jamie said that it might fall over and if Pat didn’t know that and he built a house, and he was in
it, he could like die…

(1)
(2)

A: Well it doesn’t make it very convincing because without the importantly, it [the situation] doesn’t seem
as bad as it could be.

(3)

Like if you didn’t say that the materials could erode and the house might fall, then people wouldn’t consider
it as dangerous.

(1)
(2)

A: Like the importantly is like the facts, so if you didn’t have the facts then nobody would even be able to
believe it because it's like opinions.

(3)

It’s a fact that pythons go months without eating, and it's a fact that material erode so the house could fall,
and it's a fact that he’s allergic to peanuts. It's like, not something that you think but something that’s true
and what everybody thinks.

(1)
(2)

A: like [Jamie] gives a fact about the things…

(3)

and [Pat] just says" no other mineral are able to scratch it" like we don’t even really know what he’s talking
about. Like [Jamie]...says "importantly diamonds are the hardest know mineral" and so then you know what
he’s talking about in the sentence...I mean this bullet "my evidence is that ..." and then down here he just
said "I think I'm going to get sick, my evidence is I ate a granola bar with peanuts in it." We don’t know
why he’s going to get sick and then Jamie said "importantly I'm allergic to peanuts", so that’s why we know
he is sick or going to get sick .

(1)
(2)

A: well, it tells why…

(3)

...like, Jamie he says "diamond is the hardest known mineral so nothing is able to scratch it" and if he just
said "I ate a granola bar with peanuts in it", I don’t think that would make anyone sick unless your allergic.
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Table 13 continued
Group S

Group T

Group U

(1)
(2)

A: Ah she gives, like what she, like, has…

(3)

like she’s allergic to peanuts, but he doesn’t state that he’s allergic to peanuts and she states that the
diamond is the hardest known mineral so another mineral doesn’t scratch it and Pat just says none of the
other minerals are able to scratch it.

(1)
(2)

A - [Given new row] I think she gives like more evidence…

(3)

...and she states like if you don’t know something, like "importantly the diamond is the hardest known
mineral" so others may not know that and Pat is just very simple about it. I don’t know how to like put it
into words though.

(1)
(2)

A - Importantly makes Jamie's argument more convincing…

(3)

...because it's an extra piece of evidence, so it makes it more convincing...?
B - Yeah, cuz you can't just say "I ate a granola bar with peanuts in it" if you don't, if they don't know that
you're sick or allergic to peanuts.

(1)
(2)

[Q2] A - "Leaving off the importantly statement makes Pat's arguments not as convincing as they should be,
why?" Because they, um, it doesn't give an extra piece of evidence and it doesn't make a lot of sense.

(3)

Like, if you said that "I got sick because I ate granola bar with peanuts in it" then they don't know if you got
sick because you ate too much or because you're allergic to peanuts or something. So...yeah.

(1)
(2)

B: We can say like, importantly kind of grabs the reader. Like that starting word sometimes grabs the reader
and then after they say that, they give a reason why they think that, like they have evidence from like why.

(3)

B: the reason why they think...like they gave evidence by their experiment. Because Pat just said "none of
the other minerals are able to scratch it" and Jamie said why, "the diamond is the hardest known mineral, so
none of the other minerals can scratch it". Jamie said, like explained why other minerals can't scratch the
diamond. So Jamie’s explains, like with the diamond one, she [Jamie] explains that other minerals can't
scratch it when Pat doesn’t. And then Pat just says he ate a granola bar and Jamie’s says she’s allergic to
peanuts, so that’s why she’s sick. So, is that what you want to write down?
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Process B
(1) Read Arguments
(2) Draw comparisons among arguments
(2) Draw comparisons among arguments

Table 14 - Examples of Process B, All Transcripts
Group E

(1)
(2)

A: Okay, so she said…
B: She said it has known…
A: And that, yeah, they are both saying it’s colorless.
B: So they are technically saying the same thing, here.
A: Okay, I’ll read Pat’s second one. [reading]
B: She included…
A: yeah, she included that.
B: Both saying she’s probably not hungry, because she ate three weeks ago.

Group C

(3)

B: She saw facts, and um, evidence.
A: She’s more descriptive. [writing]. Jamie was more, descriptive.
B: And…it had more evidence [writing]

(1)
(2)

Well...that was about the same but different wording. And that one says he thinks the minerals is. And that
one says there are several known properties. And that one it just says it is it. It didn't say like...that one says it
is just a mineral, while that one says that it has several known properties. The other one doesn't say anything
about known properties.

(3)

Well, Jamie puts more detail into it. Jamie added more...descriptive writing instead of just saying.
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APPENDIX C: CONTRAST MATRIX ACTIVITY DESIGNS
Figure 2 - Comparison of Contrast Matrix Design Structures
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Figure 3 - Contrast Matrix Activity, Prose Design
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Figure 4 - Contrast Matrix Activity, Bullet Design
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Figure 5 - Contrast Matrix Activity, Bullet Design II
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